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Featured Demonstrators 
 

Nick Agar 
 
Viking sunset bowl - Viking sunset bowls have become one of Nick’s signature demos. 
This prize winning design was conceived on the wood turning cruise in Norway and has 
now become a firm favorite for his demos around the world.  Come and see a plain 
piece of wood get shaped into an object that looks like metal/pewter with a turned base 
and a sunset color on the inside adding amazing detail with simple punches and 
knurling / texture  tools.  Participants will learn turning tips, coloring /air brush use and a 
myriad of texture effects.  

Turned multi center square wall piece - Nick will turn one of his signature wall pieces 
adding texture and color as the project progresses.  Gouge choice, tool angles, and 
design process will be covered. Nick will be using a spray diffuser or air brush showing 
the use of color to trick the eye and give attention to areas on the surface. The 
participant will learn enough to turn their own wall piece safely.  This is a colorful demo 
with an almost endless scope for adding your own designs and Ideas. 

Decorative wall platters – Using a basic round platter, Nick will show how an airbrush 
can have a huge impact on your work.  Simple designs are often the best.  He will show 
how to make your own stencils and apply your ideas to the piece.  Airbrush tips, turning 
tips, inspiration and finishing will be covered.  There are many shapes around us that 
make great templates - come and see how Nick uses some of them.  Participants will 
get info on some fresh ideas for decoration. 

 
 

Benoît Averly  

Little boxes with the French accent - Benoit will turn small boxes mostly with the 
skew.  Using a tool avoided by many turners, it is a simple and fast way to turn a little 
box.  He will be discussing both design and technique. 

Textured "Hut" boxes - Benoit will turn bigger boxes. He will show how he rough 
turns and finishes the boxes. Then he will show the texture and talk about the 
different finishes he uses.  He will be discussing both design and technique. 

Flat Box - Benoit will show how to hollow an enclosed flat form with almost nothing 
but a gouge. He will start by turning a regular bowl and finish with the flat box.  He 
will be discussing both design and technique. 



 

Jimmy Clewes 

Small wooden hat - A great project and still quite unusual to your friends!   Turning wet 
wood is an absolute joy! A great project and one which the turner will appreciate needs 
patience and careful final cuts!  This does not necessarily have to be a Cowboy hat - 
there are many styles of headwear!  

Long stemmed goblet - This piece is interesting as it shows the technique of hollowing 
end grain way out from the Chuck.  Care must be taken as to not catch so tool position 
is vital, as is choice of tool. The long delicate tapered stem adds fineness to the piece 
and shows that with good tool control and technique, it’s not that difficult to do.  
Choosing straight grained wood will also help with the first ones.  

Back to basics bowl turning (showing tool and process technique) – Jimmy will 
explain and show you how he turns a bowl.  He will show you a very simple way of how 
to get a curve every time! Remember - it’s hard to refine a curve unless you have a 
curve in the first place! His method of hollowing seems logical to him but very few 
people use it. Again all will be explained in the demo, but he is sure you will learn 
something - even the seasoned bowl turners.  

 

 

Guest Demonstrators 
 

Nick Cook 
 
Turning peppermills and salt shakers - Nick will show the design and creation of a 
pepper mill, including stock selection and glue-up for laminated mills. Nick will show the 
proper sequence for drilling the blank, how to chuck the blank for turning the mill, 
sanding, and finishing. He also will show a unique salt shaker you can make without any 
kits. 
 
Plates and platters - Nick will look at the selection of materials for turning plates and 
platters. We will discuss grain orientation and how to get the most out of a blank. He will 
also look at chucking techniques and preparation of stock for turning. Nick will discuss 
the deep fluted bowl gouge, bevel angles, sharpening and cutting techniques along with 
sanding and finishing possibilities for making his plates/platters. Nick will also discuss 
texture and putting color on the rim of a platter. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



John Lucas 

Turning hand mirrors – John will show how he turns a mirror with a handle.  The demo 
includes both platter turning and spindle turning since the mirror body is just a small 
platter and the handle is a spindle.   He will discuss different ways to use the cutting 
edges of the tools as well as a skew.  

Texturing and surface design on turnings - John will discuss many different ways of 
applying texture to a turning.  These will include pyrography, wire brushing, Sorby 
texturing tool, chatter tool, Dremel engraver, hand stamping, carving and many other 
techniques.  

 

Harvey Meyer 
 
Basket Illusion – Harvey will reveal the mystery of the “basket illusion”. He will show 
the processes to make a small "basket illusion" plate. He will demonstrate and explain 
all of the steps while completing only a few. He will start out by explaining the overall 
process and show how to design the pattern using polar graph paper. Then he will turn 
a small plate, about 6" diameter. As the plate is turned, he will demonstrate the beading 
process and how he burns the lines in the valleys between the beads. After completing 
both sides of the plate, he will explain and demonstrate the process for indexing the 
piece into a specific number of segments that suits the chosen pattern. Then the plate is 
removed from the lathe and the rest of the process begins. This will cover burning the 
segment lines and dying the squares to form the basket illusion. Only a small portion of 
the plate will be completed. Harvey will also explain his choices for dyes and finishing 
techniques. 
. 

Basket Illusion - We think everyone should be able to see Harvey’s “Basket Illusion” 
demo, so we’ve asked him to repeat this demo. 
  

 
 
Vendor Demonstrators  
 
Vince Welch - Sand For Success  

A well-turned project is only as good as it has been sanded.  Join Vince as he discusses 

raising your sanding success and lowering your sanding frustration!  Topics of 

discussion include the use of different sanding power tools, proper use of back up pads 

and inner-face pads, understanding the fundamental differences in sanding discs.  

Proper use of sanding speed and sanding pressure are critical for sanding success as 

well as understanding ways to prepare/condition the wood for sanding.   Vince will 

discuss two options regarding sanding grit progression and the differences between 

them. 



Lyle Jamieson - Basics of Hollow Form Turning  

Lyle will turn a thin walled goblet using his captured boring bar and laser measuring 

system.  He will cover the entire hollowing process and show many of the tricks and 

techniques he recommends to new and more experienced users. He will show different 

cutters in use during the demonstration. 

Doug Thompson - Basics of Tool Sharpening  

Doug will provide the background on how he chooses his tool designs, the qualities of 

his powdered steel, and take you through the rigorous machining, tempering and 

cryogenic processes required to achieve the final tool.  He will then address the hows 

and whys of sharpening a modern tool, and provide tips and tricks to make using your 

tools more enjoyable. 

Don Russell - Polychromatic Construction  

Don will discuss the marriage of solid wood and polychromatic construction.  He will 

partially turn a hurricane lamp, a confetti lamp and a Christmas ornament to the point 

that this will be well demonstrated. Finishing will be covered as some special steps have 

to be taken. 

Ron Brown - Fancy Christmas Ornaments  

Ron will demonstrate how you can make a fancy Christmas with inlayed pattern on each 

side. Although you may choose to make your inlays with a scroll saw, drill press or table 

saw, Ron will use his Laser Cut Glue-Up Kits as the basis. He will demonstrate the glue-

up assembly procedure for a perfect fit every time. He will also demonstrate how you 

can easily hollow the ornament globe with his "Turner's Laser Guide."  Finally, he 

will demonstrate how to turn a delicate finial/icicle out of ebony. 


